Judi Silvano is a jazz vocalist who has inspired a generation of singers around the world. She brings her dance sensibility and classical music roots to interpretations of not only Jazz repertoire but also to her own passionate Original songs about Life and Love.

With 14 albums as Leader on Blue Note, Soul Note and more, Silvano has performed or recorded with Kenny Werner, Joe Lovano, Michael Abene, Mal Waldron, George Garzone, Vic Juris, Larry Goldings, Matt Wilson, Bruce Arnold, Kenny Wessel, Bill Frisell, Wynton Marsalis and Victor Lewis among others.

Using her voice as an instrument, Silvano’s daring Improvisations and impeccable intonation have expanded the boundaries of Collective Improvisation with a repertoire that is uniquely her own.

Silvano champions works by other women composers and has also developed a reputation as a Visual Artist with many Solo and Group Exhibits in galleries and online.

Please visit:  www.judisilvano.com for more information.